Lack of mutant huntingtin in cortical efferents improves behavioral inflexibility and corticostriatal dynamics in Huntington's disease mice.
Abnormal communication between cerebral cortex and striatum plays a major role in the motor symptoms of Huntington's disease (HD), a neurodegenerative disorder caused by a mutation of the huntingtin gene (mHTT). Because cortex is the main driver of striatal processing, we recorded local field potential (LFP) activity simultaneously in primary motor cortex (M1) and dorsal striatum (DS) in BACHD mice, a full-length HD gene model, and in a conditional BACHD/Emx-1 Cre (BE) model in which mHTT is suppressed in cortical efferents, while mice freely explored a plus-shaped maze beginning at 20 wk of age. Relative to wild-type (WT) controls, BACHD mice were just as active across >40 wk of testing but became progressively less likely to turn into a perpendicular arm as they approached the choice point of the maze, a sign of HD motor inflexibility. BE mice, in contrast, turned as freely as WT throughout testing. Although BE mice did not exactly match WT in LFP activity, the reduction in alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), and low-gamma (30-50 Hz) power that occurred in M1 of turning-impaired BACHD mice was reversed. No reversal occurred in DS. In fact, BE mice showed further reductions in DS theta (4-8 Hz), beta, and low-gamma power relative to the BACHD model. Coherence analysis indicated a dysregulation of corticostriatal information flow in both BACHD and BE mice. Collectively, our results suggest that mHTT in cortical outputs drives the dysregulation of select cortical frequencies that accompany the loss of behavioral flexibility in HD.NEW & NOTEWORTHY BACHD mice, a full-length genetic model of Huntington's disease (HD), express aberrant local field potential (LFP) activity in primary motor cortex (M1) along with decreased probability of turning into a perpendicular arm of a plus-shaped maze, a motor inflexibility phenotype. Suppression of the mutant huntingtin gene in cortical output neurons prevents decline in turning and improves alpha, beta, and low-gamma activity in M1. Our results implicate cortical networks in the search for therapeutic strategies to alleviate HD motor signs.